TNM FREED UP TECHNICAL RESOURCES
TO FOCUS ON DRIVING GROWTH
TNM expects to save 20% of their operating cost when developing solutions for their customers with WSP

Time Network Management (TNM) is a Swedish company that has
turned local success into international growth and presence. TNM has

Overcoming fast business growth challenges

built a solid reputation through its dedication to providing safe and

With high demand from existing and new customers at home and

effective solutions to it customers in complex IT structures. Leveraging

abroad, it was important for TNM to be able to focus resources on

its technically certified and highly knowledgeable staff, TNM uses a

driving and supporting this growth.

combination of proprietary solutions and refining existing products
to offer the best hosting services to its customers based in Sweden,

Lennart Andersson TNM CEO said, ”Maintaining our first class

Norway, Finland, Denmark, Germany, Hungary, UK and USA. Customers

services meant a substantial amount of resources being tied up

range from SMBs to large enterprises and include the media, financial,

in keeping our software up to date with each new version of TSM

transport, manufacturing, hospital and hotel industries.

whereas we wanted to focus on providing higher value service
innovations to our expanding customer base.”

Maximum backup security no matter where the office
location is

Freeing up valuable IT resources quickly
TNM were quick to test Debriefing Software’s Wizards Storage
Portal after being impressed by the wide variety of monitoring
and analysis tools in reports, charts and graphs that were already
preconfigured and available to monitor and analyse their IBM TSM
installation in real-time.
”We hadn’t anticipated how easily Wizards Storage Portal would
be setup and then actively used within 30 minutes of the start

To provide maximum security for their customers, all information is

of installation,” stated Andersson. ‘We thoroughly tested Debriefing

backed up to three separate locations, on site at the customer, on

Software’s solution and did not encounter any problems at all

TNM’s own server and a third copy to tape off-site. TNM uses IBM

so we shut down our own tool the moment the trial ended and

Tivoli Storage Manager to backup its customers’ data to its hosting

switched to Wizards Storage Portal. Not only did it replace our

installations because of its reliable centralised, automated data

existing software but also provided us with many new tools such

protection features in managing large amounts of data.

as tracking occupancy and other performance information, then
sending automatically alerts when thresholds are breached so
potential issues can be dealt with immediately.”

CASE TIME NETWORK MANAGEMENT

CASE TIME NETWORK MANAGEMENT

“Being able to provide real-time, 24/7 surveillance of our customers’ systems means that we
can ensure backup continuity wherever our customers are situated.”
Lennart Andersson, CEO of Time Network Management

Quick facts

The solution includes
Server installation

The customer

>

Time Network Management (TNM) is a Swedish that offers a wide
range of services to its customers both based in its native Sweden

IBM P-series

Storage Hardware

>

DS4200, DS4700, EXP420

as well as to locations all around the world including backup,
security, operations support and IT management.

IBM Tape Solution

>
TNM has built a solid reputation through its dedication to
providing safe and effective solutions to it customers in complex

TS1040, TS3310

Benefits include

IT structures. Leveraging its technically certified and highly
knowledgeable staff, TNM has been successful using a combination

>

of proprietary solutions and refining existing products to offer the

Time saved on managing TSM is 50%, which equates to 20%
in personnel cost.

best hosting services to its customers based in Sweden, Norway,
Finland, Denmark, Germany, Hungary, UK and USA. Customers range

>

from SMBs to large enterprises and include the media, financial,

The cost saved of developing TNMs customer monitoring and
analytical solutions is expected to be 20% of their operating cost.

transport, manufacturing, hospital and hotel industries.

>
For more information, visit www.tnm.se

Time saved on contract creation and invoicing is estimated at
25%. TNMs resellers use the portal to invoice their customers.

Wizards Storage Portal®
Wizards Storage Portal® provides instant and detailed insights to the customer site both for historical and real-time server performance
analysis. A cloud-based Storage Resource Management solution that is a non-intrusive application combined with an intuitive bidirectional
internet portal, Wizards Storage Portal® permits both the customer and their IT partner to have secure access to the same reporting information.
Unlike other storage resource management solutions there is no need for incremental investment in hardware or software and can be
implemented either immediately or gradually. Working with the leading Storage Resource Management technologies - IBM Tivoli Storage
Manager (TSM), IBM San Volume Controller (SVC) and Brocade SAN switches, Wizards Storage Portal® produces instant graphic reports from
easily customizable high-level status pages to back up performance data at single node level than even be monitored from an iPhone.
For more information on how Wizards Storage Portal® can reduce the complexity
and cost of managing backup and storage at your company, visit debriefingsoftware.com

